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ÔOne entire nation of actors and actressesÕ - Reconsidering the Relationship of Public and
Private Theatricals
Helen E. M. Brooks
University of Kent

ÔThe rage for dramatic entertainments in private families has increased astonishinglyÕ
announced the St JamesÕ Chronicle in 1776, Ôscarce a man of rank but either has or pretends
to have his petit theatre, in the decoration of which the utmost taste and expense are
lavishedÔ.1 Although somewhat of an exaggeration, the craze for private theatricals was
certainly a dominant feature of late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century culture. Sir
William WynnÕs theatre at Wynnstay, Lord DerbyÕs at Blenheim, the Earl of SandwichÕs at
Hinchinbroke House, and Lord BarrymoreÕs at Wargrave were just a few of the Ôtheatres of
our people of rankÕ which appeared regularly in the papers.2 Beyond such Ôbon ton
theatricalsÕ however there were also a number of urban private theatres - including William
FectorÕs at Dover, and the theatres in WellÕs Street, London, and in Fishamble Street, Dublin
- which were run by subscription. Unlike the gentryÕs private theatres, where the audience
was mostly made up of invited guests and where theatrical performances were often part of
wider festivities which might include masques, balls, Ôpic-nicÕ suppers, and games of cards,
the urban theatres offered an eveningÕs entertainment more analogous to their public
counterparts, were open to a broader spectrum of local society, and often operated their own
theatrical seasons.3 Private theatricals, it becomes clear, were not only proliferating across the
country at the turn of the century, but were also diverse in their nature.4
Historically the term Ôprivate theatricalsÕ has led to associations with the domestic,
intimate, and amateur, and resulted in such theatrical activity being sidelined within a field
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largely focussed on the sphere of ÔpublicÕ, commercial, professional theatre. 5 Yet whilst our
contemporary use of the term ÔprivateÕ might suggest the binary division of ÔprivateÕ and
ÔpublicÕ theatres, there was, as John Brewer reminds us, no fixed definition of ÔprivateÕ in the
late eighteenth century.6 ÔPrivate theatricalsÕ, as Ellen Gjervan has noted in a similar vein,
signified a number of different understandings of ÔprivacyÕ including the nature of the place
itself and the performanceÕs accessibility to the general public7. Recognising that the term
ÔprivateÕ had broader meanings in the eighteenth century than are often considered today,
particularly in the wake of Habermas, and that the term Ôprivate theatricalsÕ covered a range
of different forms of theatrical activity, the historic division between public and private
theatres therefore becomes open to debate8.
It is to this debate that the first part of the essay turns. By examining what John
Brewer has described as the Ôborders or boundaries [between public and private] which
repeatedly shift and which are repeatedly crossedÕ it explores how areas of overlap and
interaction between the public and private theatres problematised the distinction between
these two realms.9 Arguing that private theatricals were often considered in comparable terms
and as part of a wider theatrical network, rather than as a separate sphere of activity, the
second part of the essay then examines the challenge this presented for public theatres.
Undermining the public theatreÕs newly attained professional identity and, on occasion,
engaging in direct commercial competition, private theatricals, the essay argues, presented a
considerable threat: a threat which was reflected throughout the period in tracts and
commentaries which sought to find ways of defining a clear division between these two
theatrical realms. Yet whilst such discourse might have sought to reinforce the division of
public and private, the relationship between these two realms was rarely clear-cut. And as the
essay demonstrates throughout, only by re-evaluating this received idea of the division of
public and private theatres can we counteract the elision of private theatricals from theatre
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history, and in the process, shed new light on our understanding of the theatre industry as a
whole.

The Interconnected Network of Public and Private Theatres

Throughout the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries private and public
theatres were part of a thriving and interconnected theatrical network. Rather than being
separate from their public counterparts, private theatres frequently attempted to emulate the
public mode of performance, whether in the design and building of the theatres themselves,
or in the production and advertising of the performances. Often such imitation was achieved
by engaging public theatre personnel to assist in a performanceÕs production. Drury LaneÕs
scene painter Thomas Greenwood, for example, was engaged to paint scenes designed by
Philip De Loutheberg for the Duke of RichmondÕs Privy Garden theatricals, and both Mr
Cox, the carpenter at Covent Garden, and Tobias Young, the scene designer at the
Haymarket, were engaged at Wargrave.10 Public performers were also brought in to provide
advice on acting, staging, and costume, with Mrs Yates, Miss Farren, and Mrs Siddons all
assisting at Richmond House, and Mrs Abington at Wargrave.11
Another way of gaining advice on the staging of a play was to watch it in the public
theatre. As one anonymous writer notes in 1783, a number of years earlier he had:

Had the honour to perform in that play [The Fair Penitent] with his late Royal
Highness the Duke of York, and many other persons of distinction, in a private theatre
É his Highness appeared in Lothario; and, before he appeared, he desired Garrick to
perform it at Drury-Lane, that he and the rest of the honourable persons might receive
some instruction form the performance.12
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Whilst on this occasion the Duke of York had had some sway with Drury LaneÕs manager, in
the majority of cases private performers did not have such influence over theatrical
management. And with managers only announcing plays approximately a fortnight before the
performance, there was only a remote chance of a public performance matching the play
selected by private players. The benefit system however, where each actor had one
performance a year where they could select their own play and where they received the
eveningÕs profits, provided an opportunity for private actors to request the performance of
plays that they themselves were going to stage. On 31 March 1781 it was therefore, Ôat the
particular request of some persons of fashion who intend to perform [Jane Shore] at a private
theatreÕ, that Mr Henderson performed this play for his benefit.13 And although there is no
evidence for the advantage of this set-up for actors like Henderson, the promise of ticket
sales, and the patronage of fashionable society would certainly have been advantageous.
This emulation of public performances on the private stage also extended beyond the
main-piece, with the inclusion of interludes, ballets, afterpieces, prologues, and epilogues,
mirroring the whole performance experience of the public theatre. Beyond the performance
itself, contextual materials also replicated those of the public playhouses. Playbills produced
at a number of theatres, including Brandenburgh House, were indistinguishable from those of
a public theatre and, in February 1788, Richmond House even produced and sold
merchandise: engravings of portraits which had originally been painted for the scenery.14 It
was not only the performers who sought to reproduce the experience of the public theatre: on
at least one occasion the audience also replicated elements of their behaviour at public
theatricals. In a playbill for the Privy Gardens on 12 January 1795 the audience were warned
that Ôno persons were to be admitted behind the scenesÕ, a phrase which would be familiar to
audiences from London playbills, where managers had long been trying to eradicate the
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practice of spectators going backstage. On this occasion it seems, spectators were attempting
to replicate this ÔpublicÕ practice, and to gain access behind the scenes of this ÔprivateÕ
theatre.15

Many of the attempts by private theatres to emulate the offering and quality of their
public counterparts appear, at least from contemporary puffs and reviews, to have been
successful. Performances were praised for having the Ôregularity and propriety that would
even have done honour to Drury Lane or Covent GardenÕ and for being Ôas complete as at
regular TheatresÕ, whilst a standard commendation for performers was that they Ôexcited
powers that would have done honour to veterans of the stageÕ.16 In making such comparisons
it was, of course, the most celebrated and successful performers who were the bar by which
private players were judged. ÔThe Julia of Miss Wattle was inimitableÕ commented the
London Chronicle on a performance at FreemasonÕs Hall in 1788, ÔMrs Siddons could have
added few improvementsÕ, praise also lavished on Miss Smith at Lord GrandisonÕs who, ÔMrs
Siddons alone excepted É is said to be the best female performer existingÕ.17 Whilst Siddons
was the primary point of comparison for women however, the men were compared to
Garrick. William Fector, actor-manager of a private theatre in Dover, was therefore praised
for performing Ôwith such consummate ability, that the audience É confessed they did not
think it even possible for Garrick to be greater, if even equal, at so early a period of lifeÕ.18
Of course the veracity of such lavish praise is questionable, and with little further
evidence on most of these performances there is little to bear out such claims. Many reviews,
we must also remember, might well have been written by the performers themselves, as the
two-act farce, Private Theatricals, suggests when the private-theatre obsessed Lady Grubb
composes her own review for a performance to be given later that evening. It will be, she
reflects amusingly, Ôso delightfulÕ:
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To read in the newspapers to-morrow morning, under the head of Private Theatricals,
Ôthat the tragedy of Romeo and Juliet, at the elegant Lady GrubbÕs, last evening, was
attended by the most numerous and brilliant assemblage ever witnessÕd at a thing of
the kind É every thing was in the first stileÕ.19

In echoing the language of real reviews, this amusing scene offers a valuable reminder of the
tenuous reliability of the newspaper sources which we are largely reliant on when working on
private theatricals.
Yet, whilst we must certainly take newspaper reports with a pinch of salt, we must not
be too hasty in dismissing the possibility that some private theatricals might have achieved a
quality comparable to public performances. After all, a number of plays and pantomimes
which were written for and debuted at private theatres were subsequently performed by the
patent companies. The Widow of Malabar, which was a resounding success at Covent Garden
in 1791, was probably first performed at Mrs CrespignyÕs Camberwell theatre (although there
is some dispute over this), and Blue Beard, or the Flight of Harlequin which debuted at
Covent Garden on 21 December 1791, had previously been performed at Wargrave.20
Audiences were also accustomed to seeing private actors performing alongside their public
counterparts. Whether the actors were from local theatres - like Mr and Mrs Clarke, formerly
of the Exeter theatre, who performed at Powderham in 1805 - or whether they were from
London - like the Haymarket actresses Miss Darell and Mrs Edwards who played with the
Kentish bowmen in November 1798, and the Drury Lane and Covent Garden actors who
performed at Wargrave in 1792 - audiences were familiar with directly comparing public
actors with their private counterparts.21
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With such cross-overs and interactions between the private and the public theatres,
and the possibility that the quality of each might be comparable, the division between these
two realms becomes increasingly hard to define. And nowhere is this more apparent than in
Lord BarrymoreÕs theatrical practices. In the summer of 1790, Lord Barrymore produced two
performances which, both individually and together, teased at the boundaries between public
and private theatricals. The first was a performance on 11 August, in which he took to the
stage of the Theatre Royal Richmond-Green in a public benefit for the comedian Young
Edwin. Dancing in the burlesque Pas de Russe with Mr Delpini of Covent Garden and
playing Scaramouch in the pantomime of Don Juan, in a eveningÕs entertainment which also
included the company of Richmond Green, the regular Wargrave performers Captain Wathen
and Young Angelo, and the celebrated mimic Mrs Wells of the Haymarket, it was a
performance which exemplified the overlapping and interactive nature of public and private
theatres and the difficulty in clearly defining the boundary between the two.22 Only one
month later, Barrymore teased at this boundary even further when he reversed the
engagement, bringing Delpini and a number of Richmond-Green actresses to perform in The
Follies of a Day at the re-opening of his private theatre at Wargrave.23 Mixing public and
private actors across both public and private spaces, BarrymoreÕs performances in 1790
exemplify the unstable boundary between the public and private theatre.

Private Theatres as Competition for Public Patenthouses

With public and private theatres interacting in these ways however, it was not long
before concerns were raised over the threat this posed to the distinctive identity of the public
theatre, and in particular to its newly attained identity as a profession. Over the course of the
eighteenth century, as Penelope Corfield notes, the number of occupations identified as
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professions had been steadily growing, and by 1803 Ôpersons employed in theatrical pursuitsÕ
had joined their number.24 Central to this professional identity however was the regulation of
access to the profession, and the sole control of a superior offering or expertise, aspects
which were brought into question by the intermingling of public and private theatres
discussed above.25 Equally important moreover, as Corfield has highlighted, in order to
achieve this regulation and control, and thereby claim professional status, occupations had to
ensure the ÔmysteryÕ of their work.26 A direct result of private theatricalsÕ increasing
popularity however, and of their overlaps with public theatricals, was that the theatre, and in
particular acting, was no longer seen as either specialised or ÔmysteriousÕ. As Richard
Cumberland reflected in 1791, whilst Ôthe art of actingÕ:

was till very lately thought so rare and wonderful an excellence É now the trade is
laid open, this prodigy is to be met at the turn of the street; the nobility and gentry to
their immortal honour have broken up the monopoly.27

Although exaggerating the numbers of what he described as these Ônew-made playersÕ,
CumberlandÕs central point, that private theatricals had Ôlaid openÕ the theatre trade,
demonstrates the extent to which private theatricals were seen as having demystified and
undermined the idea of Ôacting [as] an art É only to be acquired by the sedulous cultivation
of superior talents28Õ. Previously, Ôperfectly to attainÕ excellence as an actor had required, as
the actor-manager Thomas Betterton noted early in the eighteenth century, the Ôstudious
Application of a ManÕs whole LifeÕ.29 Actors had learnt their ÔtradeÕ directly from the
previous generation of performers, and were praised, as the early eighteenth-century actor
Robert Wilks was in 1733, for having Ôentered thoroughly into the Parts, which he studied
after those who had gone before himÕ.30 Throughout the eighteenth century, whilst ÔnatureÕ
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was given some credit, it was primarily through learning from senior members of the theatre
companies that actors were inculcated in their trade and learned how to translate ÔnaturalÕ
talent into performative skill: a practice which cultivated the sense of ÔmysteryÕ and
specialism essential for professional identity.31 Private theatricals however, in operating
outside of this hereditary tradition of training, directly challenged the idea that performance
was either ÔmysteriousÕ or specialist, suggesting instead that theatrical excellence was
attainable by almost anyone. And as one commentator despaired in 1802, every private
performer praised by friends might now immediately Ôthink of rivalling Garrick and driving
Kemble from the stageÕ.32
In challenging the grounds by which the theatreÕs recently attained professional
identity was defined, private theatricals also presented a commercial challenge to their public
counterparts. As Magali Larson notes, professionalisation is the translation of Ôspecial
knowledge and skillsÕ into Ôsocial and economic returnsÕ.33 With the private theatresÕ
challenge to the former therefore, they also posed a threat to the latter. Of course in many
cases this challenge would never be realised, not least because many of the gentryÕs theatres
were located at a distance from their public counterparts, and/or performed in the summer
season when the public theatres were resting. The only direct commercial threat from such
theatres therefore, was that the large amounts of money spent on private theatricals - whether
the seven hundred pounds spent by the fictional Lady Grubb in Private Theatricals or the
sixty thousand pounds apparently spent by Lord Barrymore - would reduce the gentryÕs
financial support for those public theatres which, with the Ôgreat expense of scenery,
decorations, dresses, [and] the large salaries paid to the actors and actresses requir[ed] ample
retributions from the publicÕ.34
Yet whilst the gentryÕs private theatres might only pose this somewhat intangible
threat of co-opting the money that might otherwise have been spent on the public theatre,
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urban private theatres were a very different matter. As the World noted in 1791 Ôrural
mansions in the Christmas and summer recesses are the place and timeÕ for private
theatricalsÕ, yet Ôthose who have instituted their Theatres, in, or near, the METROPOLIS,
have mistaken time, place, and meansÕ.35 Unlike the private theatres of the gentry, urban,
subscription theatres, which often shared not only location but also the theatrical season with
their public counterparts, could pose a very real and substantial threat.
The potential for a private theatre to compete with an established public playhouse is
one which is demonstrated well by events in Dublin in the 1790s. In 1793 a group of Dublin
gentlemen, led by Frederick Edward Jones, decided to open up a new, private, subscription
theatre in Fishamble Street, specifically in order to compete with, and offer an alternative
source of theatrical entertainment to DublinÕs sole, and widely denigrated public theatre,
Crow Street. Since 1786 the actor-manager Richard Daly had held a parliamentary de facto
monopoly over all public theatricals in Dublin and, although he had overseen a couple of
successful years, since the 1790s a combination of factors including a public libel suit,
disturbances at his theatre in Crow Street, and poor relations with his actors, had resulted in
calls for the establishment of a second, alternative patent theatre.36 In holding the monopoly
of course, Daly was able to successfully prevent any such public competition. Yet as the
monopoly did not extent to private theatres he had no control over the opening up of
competition in the form of a subscription theatre. It was this route therefore that Jones and his
group of Dublin gentlemen took in attempting to break DalyÕs theatrical vice.
From the first performance, on 6 March 1793, the Fishamble Street theatre was a
great success, attracting Dublin society as both performers and spectators and, being Ôalways
extremely full É [giving] perfect satisfaction to every one but DALYÕ.37 With such
references to Daly, and with praise for JonesÕ Ôconduct as manager of this amusement [being]
uncommonly lavishÕ, Fishamble Street was clearly in direct competition with DalyÕs Crow
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Street, irrespective of their respective labels as private and public theatres.38 For the
following three years moreover, this private theatre outperformed the established, public,
patent-house with such success that, in 1796, Jones was in a position to successfully petition
the attorney-general arguing that Crow Street was no longer a viable theatre. Only one year
later, with the public theatre collapsing in the face of Fishamble StreetÕs success, Daly ceded
his Crow Street patent to Jones, and with Jones purchasing the theatre itself only three years
later, by 1800 the private subscription theatre had fully triumphed over its public
competitor.39 Although Crow Street had been in a tenuous position when Fishamble Street
was opened, the success of this private theatre in attracting audiences from the patent-house,
and the fact that a private manager could outperform his public counterpart to such a degree
that he could effect a take-over, highlighted the very real threat that an urban, subscription
theatre might pose. Such a theatre, as Fishamble-Street demonstrated, could provide
audiences with a viable alternative to a public theatre and, as a result compete with and even
outmanoeuvre its public counterparts.
It was understandable therefore that it was on these events in Dublin that the London
patent-houses reflected when an attempt was made to set up a subscription theatre in
Tottenham Street in 1802. Whilst there is no evidence that this theatre was ever intended as
competition for the patent-houses in the way that Fishamble Street had been, the Tottenham
Street theatre nevertheless posed a similar threat. Being located only a mile from Covent
Garden and Drury Lane, having a capacity of four hundred, offering additional
entertainments as balls, cards, and Ôpic nicÕ suppers, and being run by Ôpersons of the first
rank, taste, character, and fortuneÕ including a number of old hands at private theatricals,
from its inception this new dilettante theatre was seen as posing a significant threat to the
Ôrights and property either of the proprietors, managers, or performers of the lengthy
established TheatresÕ.40 Looking back to the ways in which Fishamble Street had grown,
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commentators were also concerned over the ways in which the theatre might, once
established, extend its reach. Concerns that fortnightly performances would become more
frequent were accompanied by fears that the theatre would grow in size (even now, asked one
commentator, ÔIs an assembly of 400 a select number, a private meeting?Õ), and that its
support from fashionable society would result in the public theatre being abandoned en
masse.41
With this multitude of concerns about how Ôadverse the projected new playhouse, in
the fashionable world, would be to the regular theatresÕ the patent house managers took a
strident approach, turning to the law and arguing that in order to operate the theatre needed a
patent or license.42 Seeing in the scheme the Ôwish for the establishment of a third TheatreÕ
the managers drew on legislation only relevant to public theatres and argued that the
proposed theatre should be treated in this light.43 As the author of pro-Tottenham Theatre
tract, Dramatic Rights, aptly surmised, it was a strategy which effectively threatened that Ôif
you will not come, for such amusement, to see us perform, you shall not have a theatre of
your ownÕ.44
It soon looked as though this approach would succeed. With the police magistrates
declaring that they would Ôtreat all such unlicensed persons according to the rigour of the
lawÕ, and several lady patronesses withdrawing in late February, the scheme appeared to be
collapsing before it had even had a chance to been realised.45 In mid-March however there
was a turn-around, and with opposition falling away, Sheridan, the Drury-Lane manager who
had spearheaded the campaign against Tottenham Street, proposed to withdraw his objection
subject to two conditions: firstly, that there would be a maximum of ten performances per
season, and secondly, that there would be no performers who were either paid or taken from
existing theatres. In attempting to prevent Tottenham Street from Ôgradually become a regular
establishment like our public TheatresÕ, this final clause, in particular, is significant, and far
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more so than either the fact that the schemeÕs supporters, refusing to comply, went ahead in
opening the theatre, or the fact that the venture ultimate failed after only three months.46 Less
than ten years earlier, after all, and as Sheridan was probably aware, the fact that paid and
ÔprivateÕ actors had performed side-by-side, had been a key factor in obfuscating the
distinction between the public and private theatres in Dublin, and a key factor therefore in
Fishamble StreetÕs success. And although Sheridan could not know it, six years in the future,
in 1808, renewed dissatisfaction with DublinÕs public theatre was to see the private
Fishamble Street theatre re-opened as direct competition, with the main grounds of its
competition being its offering of paid engagements to professionals on all sides of the
curtain.47 The payment of performers (and other employees), it becomes clear from these
examples, was a prime means by which private theatres might challenge their public
counterparts. Responding to the Tottenham Street scheme therefore, Sheridan saw that in
order to demarcate the private theatre from its public counterparts, and to contain its
commercial threat, he would have to assert the public theatreÕs sole rights to employ paid
performers, or more broadly, performers with public theatre experience. 48 SheridanÕs refusal
to allow such performers to work on the private stage is therefore a prime example of the
theatre attempting to maintain its ÔmysteryÕ, and to regulate its boundaries in order to secure
its Ôclaim to sole control of superior expertiseÕ and the concomitant economic returns.49 It is,
in other words, a prime example of the theatre asserting its professional identity in response
to the perceived threat from urban private theatres.

Defining the Relationship between Public and Private Theatres

Whilst the public debate surrounding the Tottenham Street scheme provides an
informative example of the ways in which the public theatres were trying to control their
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professional boundaries this was not the first time that such attempts had been made. Since
the early 1790s commentators, with varying attitudes towards private theatricals, had been
debating the relationship between the public and private theatres and attempting to define the
formerÕs professional and distinctive identity. For those in support of private theatres, who
sought to negate the threat such activities posed, a popular strategy was to embrace the
potential of the private theatre as a school where enthusiasts might learn the skills needed in
order to be able to break into the profession. Private theatres, these commentators suggested,
were a Ônursery for genius; for the initiation of virtuous and respectable performers; and for
the encouragement of those who, like Otway and Shakespeare, can write plays much better
than they can act themÕ.50 With the public theatres at the same time being called on to provide
Ôexcellent lecturesÕ and the performers being designated as ÔtutorsÕ to private enthusiasts, a
mutually-beneficial relationship was envisioned in which the private theatre coexisted
alongside and supported the public theatre but, importantly and by offering a stage for
ÔtraineesÕ rather than fully-fledged professionals, a relationship in which it posed no
commercial threat. 51
Those however who felt that private theatricals should be Ôcautiously indulged and
narrowly confinedÕ, as Richard Cumberland did, often sought to separate the professional and
amateur more rigidly.52 Advising that no professional actor should Ôbe consulted in dressing
or drilling an honorary novitiate in the form and fashions of the public stageÕ (23); calling for
private theatres to be Ôplanned upon a model new, original, and peculiar to themselves É
industriously distinguished from our public play-housesÕ (22); and demanding dramas which
were Ôpurposely written for the occasionÕ (24), Cumberland, perhaps not surprisingly since as
a playwright he was a member of the public theatre profession, envisioned a private theatre
which was separate and distinctive from its public counterpart. 53 By justifying these
propositions, moreover, on the basis that they would protect the private Ôperformers of
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distinctionÕ from the Ôunpleasant conditionsÕ associated with the public stage (21),
Cumberland also, and rather strategically considering the readership for his tract were likely
to be those involved in private theatricals, presented this separation as being for the benefit of
the private, rather than the public, theatres.
Like Cumberland, the teacher and writer Vicesimus Knox also emphasised the need to
ÔprotectÕ the amateur player from the dangers involved in theatrical activity. Unlike
Cumberland however, who called for moderation and caution, Knox saw such a range of
ÔevilsÕ in the Ôdramatic maniaÕ that he advised readers to avoid theatrical activity entirely.54
Not only, Knox warned in 1787, did Ôthe time, as well as attention, employed in the
preparation for and performance of a play, preclude the due degree of parental attention to a
familyÕ but more troublingly, the woman who Ômelts into tears on the stage at the sight of
woeÕ would soon neglect her real children because her Ôattention to them must be in the
retirements of the nursery, where there is no audience to see the tears of sensibility and
reward them with applauseÕ. And if this was not enough, with Ôbeautiful dress, enraptured
speeches, [and] tender embracesÕ private theatricals were also to blame for the Ôlow state of
conjugal felicity and fidelity, in the present ageÕ. Warning that such activities inspire Ôideas
of love in the bosoms of those who cannot harbour them without criminalityÕ, however, Knox
was not simply rehashing familiar anti-theatrical discourse. Instead he subtly adapted it to
distinguish between the private amateur and the public professional. Whilst the amateur
player was unable to control herself, and might be injured by, for example, having to
remember the Ôshamefully immoralÕ dialogue of Congreve or Farquhar, the public player, by
contrast, was subject to no such dangers. Being ÔprofessionalsÕ, as Knox described them, the
public players were able to tackle the ÔdangersÕ of performance without being at risk. And, in
case the private actor thought s/he might learn these skills Knox laid out a further reason for
public actors being at reduced risk: only those Ôwhose profession it is are less likely to be hurt
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by such dialogue because they are labouring in their vocation for subsistenceÕ. The ability to
perform ÔsafelyÕ was intrinsically tied up with the fact that the performer worked for
monetary return and not simply out of a desire to perform, an argument which is notable for
paralleling SheridanÕs 1802 association between being paid and being a professional. With
amateur actors being at such unavoidable risk, KnoxÕs position, unlike that of contemporaries
like Cumberland, who sought to demarcate the boundaries between the public and private
theatres, was that public theatres should be the sole source of theatrical entertainment.
Concluding by enjoining the amateur actress to Ôbe no longer desirous of personating the
afflicted parent on the stage but [to] go home and be the good mother in your nursery and at
your family fire-sideÕ, it was in the public theatres that Knox urged dramatic enthusiasts to
spend their time, reminding them, as he did, that Ôthe pleasure and improvement to be derived
from the drama may be obtained without the trouble and expense of supporting and supplying
a private theatreÕ.
Ultimately however, whilst Knox sought to suppress private theatricals, and
others, like Cumberland, sought to contain them as distinctive and separate, such attempts
were unlikely to translate into material practices. Feeding off, imitating, and, at times directly
competing with the public playhouses, private theatricals were, in practice, a significant piece
in the wider theatrical jigsaw of eighteenth century theatrical culture. Examining them not
only highlights the overlaps and interactions between the public and the private, and the
professional and the amateur, but also points to the ways in which the theatre was attempting,
at the turn of the century, to define itself as a profession. Rather therefore than considering
private theatrical activity, as Cumberland perhaps might have wanted us to, as separate and
distinctive, its reintegration into our theatrical history sheds light not only on the private
theatrical itself but on understandings of eighteenth-century theatre more broadly.
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1

St JamesÕ Chronicle or The British Evening Post, 2 November 1776.

2

References to these theatres and others can be found in British Library, A Collection of

Playbills, Notices and Press Cuttings dealing with Private Theatricals, 1750-1808 (hereafter
Collection of Playbills); On 20 April 1792 the Morning Chronicle notes that ÔPrivate
Theatricals, at the theatres of our people of rank, are become a very fashionable amusementÕ.
3

Although subscription theatres were open to a broader spectrum of local society, they were

nevertheless tailored to a largely middle class spectator, as a 1792 report from Birmingham
reveals. On this occasion, with the public theatre having been destroyed by fire, there were
hopes that a private theatre might be used by the public theatre company, however Ôthe
Magistrates, fearful of disturbance from the lower class of people, refused it, as, from the
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